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4 Man Team

First Place
Ram Pal
Lachman
Framlala
Barlow

Second Place
Mike Basile
Jim Ross
Roy Fredricksen
Tom Jackson

Third Place
John Guisto
John Holmquist
Skip Yamashita
Russ Tusutsui

Fourth Place
Banthrup
C. Weatherton, Jr.
C. Weatheron, Sr.
McLaughlin

Closest to the Hole

#3
Dave Cumings

#9
Skip Yamashita

#14
Charlie Hoefer

#18
Walt Bray

Closest to the Line
Ken Wisz

Farthest Drive
John Holmquist

NEW “HEAVY TURF DIVISION”

Automatic Rain company is pleased to announce the appointment of Ronnie Rogers as the Manager of the new “Heavy Turf Division.” This division will specialize in servicing the large landscape contractor, municipal and golf course customers and operate three delivery trucks out of Automatic Rain’s 22,000' Keller Street location in Santa Clara, CA.

Rogers’ success in his 27 years of irrigation industry experience comes from an emphasis on customer service and a large inventory to meet the specific needs of the customer.

Also knowledgeable with the Bay Area’s irrigation industry are Bob Crabtree, Craig Stenehjem and John Frieden, who have all previously worked together with Rogers. Bob Crabtree has been appointed as Assistant Branch Manager, Stenehjem as Contractor Salesman and Frieden covering Municipal Irrigation Sales.

In addition, the division will stock Automatic Rain’s diverse selection of irrigation and landscape products including fertilizers, chemicals, soil amendments, seed, handtools and safety equipment.

Automatic Rain’s objective in forming the “Heavy Turf Division” is to offer the best customer service with a large inventory and dedicated delivery trucks for large projects from a central location. Customers doing large commercial, public works and golf course projects will be able to get the bulk of their order delivered, with shorts available at any local branch. The division expects to be in full operation by early July.